internet problems

HOPESTAR02 3 posts since

Jul 29, 2011
recently on my 3ds, in the top corner where it says if your connected to the internet, it keeps switching between saying "internet" and "enabled' and so i cant use things that use internet because it keeps doing this. i tried turning the wireless on/off, turning the 3ds on/off, i tried putting it next to the internet router....i have tried everything. how can i fix this?

SUPERPAPERLUIGI 2 posts since

Are you sure it's not actually working? Just because it doesn't say "internet" in the top-left corner doesn't necessarily mean it's not connected to the internet.

If you have tried performing actions that require internet access and failed, it might be that you have a very weak internet signal. Make sure the you are connected to the correct router.

HOPESTAR02 3 posts since

it does say internet but it "flashes on/off", and it is connected to the correct router

KEIRASDADA 116 posts since

I have noticed when i go back into the home menu from a game it will say "enabled" i give it 10 seconds then it goes to the internet setting with the bars detecting the signal from my router. if you are having trouble take a look at your network settings with in your router depending on the router it might be a firewall issue or a DMZ issue go to your router's manufacturer web site to get information on how to get into your router's internal settings page( it will usually be an IP adress consisting of only number 111.11.1.1 for example).
Also you can try power cycling your router. this includes turning it off for 30 seconds then restarting it
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BEARDEDONE  1,636 posts since  

There may be a interference problem. I have had a lot of trouble when my router is set to automatically select a channel because it would keep switching to a different wireless channel. Try setting the channel to either 1 or 11.